Post-exercise recovery is a fundamental part of sporting performance\(^1\). During high-density competition periods, athletes often play over various days, with very short rest times between matches and/or training sessions, which is why recovery processes are a determining strategy, enabling athletes to gain a competitive advantage. In this case, players proportionally invest more time recovering than training. This is why over recent years and based on new competition systems, a greater level of relevance has been given to recovery, despite there still being little scientific evidence regarding joint sports\(^2\). Furthermore, the use of recovery strategies in Sports Sciences is a relatively new area of scientific research\(^3\).

As a result of the specialisation of the different roles that make up the technical teams in joint sports, and based on the latest Position Stand “Team Physician Consensus Statement, 2013”\(^4\), with the aim of improving recovery processes, the figure of the “Applied Sport Scientist focus on recovery” is presented as an alternative in teams and clubs, transversally organising the complex structure of player recovery processes\(^5\).

The first step towards optimising player recovery requires a thorough customised analysis of the specific mechanisms that produce fatigue. Likewise, it requires a suitable monitoring process of the impact of the load that training and competing generates within the subject\(^6\), as well as maintaining an appropriate health status and care for common illnesses among players\(^7\). In this respect, precise diagnostics are often carried out using non-invasive technology and without any kind of interference in the dynamics of the team, with the aim of later customising protocols\(^8\).

Once the appropriate diagnostic has been developed, we must apply the suitable methods within the vast range of mediums offered to us in literature for this issue\(^9\). Its use will depend on the type of activity carried out, as well as the time that goes past until the next training session or competition\(^4\).

The main methods used for the teams include: nutritional strategies (carbohydrates, proteins), ergogenic supplements such as: beta-alanine, nitrate, or creatine, active recovery, stretching, hydrotherapy, compression cuffs, massage, psychological strategies, rest and sleep\(^4\). However, there is a void among the scientific community\(^4\) regarding the benefits of some of these formulas, as well as in their posterior pre, per and post-competition application. Currently, the Australian proposal is the most used, due to its level of effectiveness\(^10\).

Finally, a new aspect is worth considering, given that teams that participate in continental leagues or in the professional American model are making increasing amounts of long-distance journeys\(^11\). These kinds of journeys, whether by plane, road or train, are associated with a series of phenomena described as “Travel-associated fatigue”, due to the combined effects of an alternative routine resulting in physiological disturbances\(^12\). Among them, one of the most important is peripheral oedema\(^13\).

As a result, the recovery process in team sports is a maximum priority concept in the current competition system. The limited time available to athletes should include a space to minimise accumulated fatigue. Therefore, its diagnosis and later customised treatment supposes an advantage to consider in the world of joint sports.
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